
Cartridge and filter combinations
Round pink particulate filters have a plastic fitting on their back side that attaches directly onto that  
manufacturer's respirators and adapters. White filters do not have a plastic fitting on their back side. 
Cartridges and filters are not interchangeable from one manufacturer to another. More information 
about these cartridges, filters, and accessories is shown on our Cartridges and filters website page.

These round filters attach 
directly onto a respirator. 
No adapters are needed. 
These pink filters can also 
be used with a cartridge 
as shown below.

3M GERSON NORTH

These cartridges attach 
directly onto a respirator. 
No adapters are needed. 
Both the pink and white 
filters can be used with 
these cartridges.

G2201 or G2203 G1901 or G1903 G2501 or G2503

G2240, G2244 or G2246 G1932 or G1934 G2521 or G2522

adapter 
G2237

Gerson 
pillow shape  filters 

cannot be used 
without a cartridge. 

* G2537 includes adapter + retainer

3M pillow shape filters & 
North round white filters 
can be used without a 
cartridge. But you need 
an adapter that attaches 
to mask. And you also 
need a retainer to hold 
filter onto the adapter.

retainer 
G2238

filter 
G2230/32

* adapter 
  G2537

* retainer 
  G2537

filter 
G2523/25

3M & North's round pink 
filters can be used on top 
of cartridge. But you need 
an adapter that attaches 
to the cartridge. The filter 
attaches to the adapters.

Gerson 
round pink  filters 

cannot be used 
with a cartridge. 

cartridge 
G2201/03

filter 
G2240/44/46

adapter 
G2239

cartridge 
G2501/03

filter 
G2521/22

adapter 
G2535
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White filters are used on 
top of cartridges. But you 
need a retainer that holds 
filter onto the cartridge.

cartridge
G2201/03

retainer 
G2238

filter 
G2230/32

cartridge 
G2501/03

retainer 
G2536

filter 
G2523/25

cartridge 
G1901/03

retainer 
G1929

filter 
G1920


